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The SMACC is a powerful, MC68000 based 
Auxiliary Crate Controller for CAMAC. It will be used 
as principal processing element for the control of the 
LEP preinjector (LPI) [I], and hence will be part of 
the control system of the PS accelerator complex. Its 
utilization in LPI controls is multiple. First, the 
SMACC will support intricate beam instrumentation 
devices including buffering of fast data bursts, 
preprocessing of the data and calibration of the 
device. Second, the SMACC allows stand-alone control of 
entire subsystems like klystron/ modulator groups in 
the LPI. Third, it does cycle-to-cycle parameter 
refreshing (the so-called pulse-to-pulse modulation, 
PPM) 

The SMACC is now produced in industry and 
available off the shelf. It is delivered with the 
real-time operating system RMS68K and a package for 
communications with the Front End Computer (FEC), burnt 
in EPROM. The languages supported under RMS68K are 
NODAL, an interpretative language used for accelerator 
control, and P+, a compiled block-oriented language 
used for writing the applications software modules. 
However, other languages like PASCAL can easily be made 
to run under RMS68K too. 

Contrarily to the previously used ACCs which control 
the PS accelerator complex, the SMACC is not a pure 
auxiliary controller but acts in many aspects like an 
autonomous processor. In fact, the “New Applications 
Programming Structure” (NAPS) [l] distributes many of 
the processing tasks which were previously executed by 
the FECs to the SMACCs, thus making them the principal 
computing elements. One of the reasons is to allow 
control of LPI subsystems from a SMACC close to the 
process equipment as well as from the central Main 
Control Room (MCR), from where the whole PS complex is 
controlled. Thus, together with the FEC, the SMACCs 
form of a computer network. They communicate with each 
other over Serial CAMAC: for LPI, the FEC controls 
Serial CAMAC loops containing some 20 SMACCs. So, the 
physical layer of the computer communication consists 
of a medium which is not symmetrical (only the FEC can 
access the Serial CAMAC loop). 

This basic hardware structure was chosen 
because most of the hardware interface modules exist in 
CAMAC. The restriction imposed by this choice is that 
all communications between SMACCs must pass via the FEC 
making them less efficient. However, SMACC to SMACC 
communication, being exceptional, will be catered for 
in a later stage. By far the most frequent case is 
reading of SMACCs by the FEC. 

The first class of applications in LPI control 
consists of supporting beam measurement systems. In 
general, one or a few similar systems are interfaced 
with one CAMAC crate which is controlled by one SMACC . 
E.g., the magnetic beam position monitors are 
interfaced together with the wall current monitors. 
Another crate interfaces 3 SENgrids and also contains 
the control for one magnetic dipole to form a system to 
measure the energy of the beam. Another crate is 
interfacing wire scan monitors for measuring the beam 
profile but also contains the control for the 
mechanical displacement of the wires. However, to allow 

beam emittance measurement locally, the SMACC of this 
crate must also be able to change the current in a 
quadrupole which is interfaced by another crate: this 
is one of the cases where SMACC-to-SMACC communication 
would be needed. 

These 3 examples are representative for LPI 
beam measurement systems. As it is desirable that these 
systems can be operated locally even if the FEC is 
down, the crates contain - in addition to the interface 
modules for the specific beam monitors - a video 
display controller toqether with its memory. This 
provides the possibility to generate beam profiles, 
histograms etc. on local displays. Local access allows 
watching of the specific equipment during computer 
access: after connecting a terminal locally to the 
SMACC , the equipment can be accessed by writing small 
NODAL programs directly or by calling resident 
procedures (like equipment modules), also via NODAL 
calls. More important NODAL programs needing a 
secondary storage medium for storing and loading can be 
developed by connecting a Macintosh [2] via RS-232C. 

The next class of applications is similar to 
the one described above: the control of entire 
subsystems. A typical example is the control of 6 
klystron-modulator ensembles each including 
high-voltage supply, de-Q-ing circuitry, delay lines, 
thyratron switch tube and klystron tank. One SMACC 
controls one klystron-modulator. This permits local 
control of this autonomously working subsystem for 
testing and tuning if the rest of the machine is down 
including the control system. 

In the third class of applications, the SMACC 
acts as a controller simply changing the parameters of 
the LPI on a cycle-to-cycle basis, as required for 
accelerating or storing either electrons or positrons. 
The necessary information is derived from two sources: 
tables in the SMACC contain the parameter values, and 
the PLS telegram [l] sent to every SMACC via a 
specialized CAMAC module tells which set of parameters 
is selected for the next cycle. 

To satisfy the above mentioned classes of 
applications, the complete SMACC package consisting of 
hardware design, operating system and programming 
languages has to be considered together. 

Hardware description 

The SMACC is a 2-board CAMAC module built 
around the microprocessor MC68000-L8. It contains 2 
serial communication channels, a real-time clock, a 
calendar, LAM and interrupt handling, CAHAC access to 
the memory, CAMAC cycle generation and 2 communication 
registers with semaphore properties. The module can 
accept 48 standard dual-in-line memory circuits of 28 
pins, i.e. .either static RAMS of Bkbytes, EPROMs of 8k 
or 1 Ckbytes or - limited to one column which 
corresponds to 8 circuits - EPROMs of 32kbytes. Thus, 
the total memory capacity varies between 384kbytes (all 
RAM) and 832kbytes iall -EPROM except one column in 
RAM). Part of the RAM area, intended to contain the 
systems data, can be protected from write access in 
user mode. The standard memory configuration of the 
SMACCs in LPI controls consists of 128kbytes EPROM and 
192kbytes RAM. 
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The whole memory is accessible by the 
microprocessor and - via the CAMAC dataway - by the 
crate controller and hence the FEC. For the user, the 
memory looks like a dual port memory. For the MC68000, 
a CAMAC memory access is a DMA using the 
microprocessor’s internal bus allocation protocol. 

The CAMAC cycle generation of the SMACC is 
memory mapped, i.e. a CAMAC function is generated by 
accessing the corresponding CAMAC address space making 
special CAMAC call functions unnecessary. The data 
width is limited to 16 bits. The XQ response of the 
generated CAMAC access is stored in an internal CAMAC 
status register. Control functions have to be executed 
as read functions: the XQ response is already contained 
in the word or byte read. 

Three different mechanisms are provided for 
the allocation of the CAMAC dataway between SMACC and 
main crate controller: via the ACL signal for L2 Serial 
Crate Controllers (the one used for LPI controls), via 
the ACB signals for A-2 Crate Controllers and via 2 
handshake signals REQUEST/ GRANT AFC for ND-lo/ ND-100 
Dedicated Crate Controllers (ND-10s and ND-loos are the 
minicomputers used in the PS control system). 

The communication registers consist of an 
input register which is written by a CAMAC function 
(hence by the FEC), but read and cleared by the SMACC, 
and an output register which is written by the SNACC 
but read and cleared by CAMAC functions. Reading and 
clearing are indivisible operations. Writing to the 
communication output register cause5 an interrupt to 
the SMACC, writing to the communication input register 
generates a LAM to the FEC. The communication registers 
are used to implement a proper communications protocol. 

Other interrupt sources for the SMACC are all 
LAMS from the other modules in the CAMAC crate, 4 
external (front-panel) interrupts, the real-time clock, 
the 2 serial communication channels, a CAMAC abort 
function and power fail. The interrupt priority levels 
for the MC68000 are burnt in PAL and can be altered if 
a special application should need it. 

The SMACC performs a simple LAM grading for up 
to 3 LAMS, selected by jumpers: one from the SMACC 
station itself, one from another station, and the power 
fail LAM L24. The LAM grading consists in generating a 
SGLE pattern for the Serial Crate Controller. 

.The two serial communication channels are 
independently programmable. One channel contains the 
electrical signals necessary for RS-232C and 20 mA 
current loop interfaces, the other for RS-232C and 
RS-422 interfaces. The respective electrical standard 
is selected by the connection cable. The interface chip 
28530 allows programming of a large variety of serial 
communications protocols. The baud rates of both 
channels are programmable and independent. 

It should be mentioned that the mechanisms 
provided for the dataway allocation are sufficient to 
permit several SMACCs to work together in one crate. 
However, this possibility will probably not be used in 
LPI controls. 

The complete hardware description of the SMACC 
is found in [3]. 

Qperatina svstm 

All SMACCs in LPI controls run with the 
real-time operating system RMS68K from Motorola [4]. 
Together with the I/O drivers it occupies roughly 
16kbytes of EPROM and 32kbytes of protected RAM. The 

RAM represents the dynamic data space. Its basic 
concept, like in all executives of this kind, consists 
of breaking down the application system into several 
tadks and executing them concurrently by moving the 
tasks through various task states. Task states are 
READY (ready to run), RUN, SUSPEND, WAIT FOR EVENT, 
WAIT FOR COMMAND, WAIT ON SEMAPHORE etc.. A task makes 
a state transition when any of the following actions 
take place: 

a) A task control directive is issued by the 
task itself or by another task while it is running. 
RMS68K provides some 100 directives; they are all 
accessible via NODAL. 

b) An exception occurs in the running task. 

c) An event is placed in the task’s 
asynchronous service queue. 

d) Special function handling initiated by 
RMS68K such as timeouts (used in the datagram service), 
and semaphore signaling [possibly used to synchronize 
display tasks with data acquisition tasks). 

For LPI control, an important service offered 
by RMS68K is the possibility to run tasks concurrently 
in a proper way. A typical case is, e.g., when a 
program in the FEC reads a data table in a SMACC at the 
“same time’ as a NODAL program in the SMACC, and on top 
of that, another program in the FEC (running 
independently from the data acquisition program) 
changes some control parameters in the SMACC. Although 
synchronization between these various activities could 
also be done specifically for every application, the 
use of standardized services of an operating system 
simplifies writing and improves maintainability of the 
applications programs. 

If one does not choose to synchronize tasks by 
attaching them to timing pulses arriving in correct 
order, RMS68K provides 3 types of semaphores to do the 
job : 

a) type 1 semaphores are used when more than 
one task requires exclusive access to one resource, 

b) type 2 semaphores are used to control the 
execution sequence of tasks, 

cl type 3 semaphores are used when one task 
controls a resource which other,tasks wish to use. 

Using these and other services of RMS68K is 
done via directives and allows the implementation of 
complicated, concurrently executing tasks. Directives 
can be issued directly from Assembler and Nodal 
programs. They are hidden from the programmer in the 
high-level language Pt, which has its own mechanisms 
for program synchronization. (Internally, of course, 
the Pt run-time library routines make use of the RMS68K 
directives). 

Utilization of RMS68K directives is very 
similar in Assembler and NODAL programs. In Assembler 
programs, the requesting task loads the directive 
number into register DO, loads the required parameter, 
if needed, into address register AO, and then executes 
a TRAP #I instruction. E.g., the directive SGSEM 
( *signal release of a semaphore controlled resource”), 
named RlSEM, is written as 

MOVEQ #SGSEM, DO MOVE DIRECTIVE NR. INTO DO 
LEA RlSEM, A0 MOVE PARAM. ADDRESS INTO A0 
TRAP Ul PERFORM DIRECTIVE CALL 

In NODAL, the same directive is issued by 
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‘~‘lursf?, proqramml.ng 0 f ISR:j has to be done very 
I-.ariLful 1.y brz~ali:;c ~nf inrtc loops would block the 
Sy:jt:eR. 

The datagtam service can ht: a.;sociated w.Lt.h 
layer 3 (network laycrj, the KPC, [MEX, EXEC call-s with 
highi:r l.iyers of the IS0 model. Remote pro(redure:i .lnd 
IMES/ EXKC Cal 1 i, :JL~ 1 mai.nly be u:~ed by i:ontrol 
progr#ims rltnn~nt! on ttlp FEf: and al-ct?‘j.+ inig equipmrsnt ~1.1 
the :;iif twiire ~II the !;MACCs. 

Languages :5upp<?rt;.~t ,I t /-, A .5 s ? mb 1 13 r , P t .Itld 
NOUAL. P+ is a block- oriented l;inguaye with PASCAL 
flavnur; It supports proyrnmmlng ln “modules ” , by 
allowing separate c:ompilnt:ion of thils? modules [5]. 
Protection of non-reentrant procedures is done wj.th the 
help of “critIca rout,Lnrs” which rely on the use of 
RMS68K :sfmaphort?s. 

After termlnatj on, an ISA can also provoke 
exec:utlon Sol- an Asynchronous Service Routine (ASRj : the 
t.i me critical part would Lhcn be done by the ISR, 
.~~:~:r?s:j to RMSlj8K st?rvlces by the ASR E.g., an I/O 
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l’hc Pt compllcr 110~s not run on a SMACC but on 
a ND-500, d 12 bit computer, 011 uhLi:h t: tr e complete 
program development LS done. ‘I%I~ cqul.valent 1.5 valid 
for programming in Assembler. Tht? i,3ngudge support 
routi.nes being part of the rlpt:rai-lng system ,ire written 
in Assembler. An intcr,lctzive symbolic debugger (Monil’a) 
L71, to brl Instclllcd soon, wl:Ll allow such operations 
as tracing, Sf?tt I-tl’g brr!,%kpol.nt:s i inspection: 
modlflcntion of variables and sing1 c stepping/ single 
procedure ,:nLL:; 

NODAL is an interpretative language executing 
It.ne by line [6]. The advantage of NODAL is that even 
non-programmers can easily write md test littl i? 
programs at. the cost of a much luwcr execution speed. 
The ~:omplete NODAL :jy:jtl!m L:; resident Ln the SMACC, it 
rncludcs the complete set of NOUAI. functions and l:he 
commands of the RMSCHK directives. NODAL as well .ls Pt 
use the same terminal I/O drrver slIpported by RMS68K. 
Remote 1: i1.e ,3l.(:?:j5 LS ,avai l.lb I e from the M.icIntrott? 
[ I], Planned 1s also the pos5 thll rt.y to crmotel y success 
files from the FEC’:i m.i:js stor,3ge via Serinl CAMA?. 

c’c,maJ!-oicat.i on SMACC -- FEC 
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.issoc~ated rout~lnes drc GETP,L (rzad r1 bl<>::k ()I: data 
from t.he %MACC ml?mory) <and PU’!BL (wrltc r~ bln~:k of data 
to i,hP SMACC memory) In lk:t, t tlk?:je :jI.mpte but 
rff tc~r:nt transfer routines are d.ircctly used to 
transCer the b111.k s:f d~,l:a .at.qulred by the !;MACC to the 
FE?, before thl,y ilri‘ ~~roc:~sr;ed and/ or rli.spl itycd on t-he 
c:on:jr) Le:; 1-n the? M.-\ 1.11 Cant rol Room. In +: 11 ii I:d :j P , ts I1 I? Y 
proper syncllronl .d,itl ~,11 bet.wt?en .icqui sit] on atid rr.ldIny 
i3 per~ormcil by external tlmLng pUl:jf~:< rcptesenting I-he 
CYCllC bchavlour of I;he LPI mal:hLrle, i .c. data 
ar~t[~,:i Lt.ion I;.tkes pla~:e ~liit~tlg beam cyi:lrs ,a1111 d.:rt~a 
ro,ld Ing t-,c:twr,rn Ll6z;trn cy~:l F.:T; (of- <it nt he!- moments durln(J 
WhlcZh tic) d,itci a,~ql~i.:i ~t..ion t;,ikFls ~I..wI?) 
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pt &-btPi‘t ed bli i :j 1 owe-r ii.,, !n ir f ,:omn ,,,,, , i’di , nns ‘She 
add I_ t: r. ot,ci ! ie.lt.llres nee:drd by the tl.~l,~yrnm ;ecvie:e ,1 r f 
thl: i’vmmunl (‘j, t.iOns 1 npil t K~~yiz.V!:r (rr:>) dnd the 
Communi.cat: Lot,; OuIput. Rryi :;ter (COR) LtI the SMACI:. ‘They 
provldc a handsh~lkL\ mc~~.hdn i sm wlli vh makt,:; bure Ihat 
data, trat>:jmt t-ted ~1 the d.lt:,+gram ~F!~vI.I-‘I’, .A~c? c e.rl 1.1. y 
transmit t.ed Hid t ransmitt ed only onc’r’. The factor 
limtl. Ing t-he tltfLcirncy i.5 not so mlrl:ti %he :sptted 0 f 
srr.: 31 CAMhI: blut the asymmetry btatwcen FEC .~nd :;MACC 
ac,:e:;:: iing i?,+ch other via CAMAC, .and th? LAM hand1 i.ng Ln 
the FEC. 

‘The datagram routines .lr<- ~::;rtl lo conr.truc:t 
Remol,e Pro{-edurl? Cal.J..;, RPCs, called from PI, And the 
IMEX/ EXEr functions, us~!d by NODAIs. E.g. , a RI’? in Pt 
look:j 1 i.ki 
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